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Enhancing PKA-dependent mesothelial barrier
integrity reduces ovarian cancer
transmesothelial migration via inhibition of contractility

Dorota E. Jazwinska,1 Youngbin Cho,1 and Ioannis K. Zervantonakis1,2,3,4,*
SUMMARY

Cancer-mesothelial cell interactions are critical for multiple solid tumors to colonize the surface of perito-
neal organs. Understandingmechanisms ofmesothelial barrier dysfunction that impair its protective func-
tion is critical for discovering mesothelial-targeted therapies to combat metastatic spread. Here, we uti-
lized a live cell imaging-based assay to elucidate the dynamics of ovarian cancer spheroid transmesothelial
migration and mesothelial-generated mechanical forces. Treatment of mesothelial cells with the adenylyl
cyclase agonist forskolin strengthens cell-cell junctions, reduces actomyosin fibers, contractility-driven
matrix displacements, and cancer spheroid transmigration in a protein kinase A (PKA)-dependent mecha-
nism. We also show that inhibition of the cytoskeletal regulator Rho-associated kinase in mesothelial cells
phenocopies the anti-metastatic effects of forskolin. Conversely, upregulation of contractility in mesothe-
lial cells disrupts cell-cell junctions and increases the clearance rates of ovarian cancer spheroids. Our
findings demonstrate the critical role of mesothelial cell contractility and mesothelial barrier integrity in
regulating metastatic dissemination within the peritoneal microenvironment.

INTRODUCTION

Most ovarian cancer patients present with metastatic disease that is characterized by tumor growth on the surface of multiple organs in the

peritoneal cavity.1,2 Following surgical debulking and chemotherapy treatment, the extent of residual tumor implants determines survival out-

comes.3 Mesothelial cells form amembrane that lines the surface of peritoneal organs. The integrity of mesothelial cell-cell junctions is critical

for the protective barrier function of the peritoneal membrane.4 Successful establishment of metastatic tumor implants involves ovarian can-

cer cell adhesion onmesothelial cells with subsequent invasion andgrowth that result in organ colonization.5 New approaches that dissect the

interactions of cancer cells with the mesothelial barrier are urgently needed to identify new targets for blocking metastatic dissemination in

ovarian cancer.

The majority of mechanistic studies on ovarian cancer metastasis have taken a cancer cell-centric approach and identified critical cellular

programs, including epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition,6–8 cell surface receptors9–13 and cancer-derived secreted factors.14 Activation of

these programs in cancer cells has been shown to promote pro-metastatic migratory phenotypes via increased cytoskeletal remodeling,

contractility,15 and adhesion to extracellular matrix.16,17 In addition to these cancer cell-centric investigations, there is a growing number

of studies on the role of mesothelial cells in promoting ovarian cancer metastatic potential. Secretion of extracellular matrix (e.g., fibro-

nectin)18,19 by mesothelial cells, as well as paracrine factors (e.g., Wnt5A,20 osteopontin;21 CCL2 and IL8)22,23 in the metastatic niche have

been shown to enhance ovarian cancer aggressiveness. Mesothelial cell transition toward a cancer-associated state has been described

to involve secretion of angiopoietin-like 4 and stanniocalcin that in turn promote cancer cell adhesion, migration, and proliferation.24 Further-

more, a proinflammatory environment25 including cytokines enriched in ovarian cancer ascites, such as IL-626 or cytokines associated with

mortality in peritoneal dialysis patients such as IL-1b,27 have been shown to induce a mesenchymal state with resultant barrier dysfunction.

However, it is currently unknown, whether mesothelial cell-cell junction integrity and cytoskeletal function can be exploited to block ovarian

cancer metastatic potential.

We hypothesized that strengthening themesothelial barrier reduces ovarian cancer metastatic potential, while inducing hypercontractility

in mesothelial cells promotes barrier dysfunction and ovarian cancer spheroid transmesothelial migration. We utilized forskolin, an adenylyl

cyclase activator, motivated by studies that showed enhanced barrier function in vascular28 and airway epithelial cells treated with forskolin.29

Furthermore, protein kinase A (PKA) a central downstream target of forskolin, has been previously linked with response to inflammatory stim-

uli30 and regulation of water permeability in mesothelial cells.31 However, the role of PKA in regulating cancer-mesothelial interactions during
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transmesothelial migration remains unknown. Here, we evaluated the effects of forskolin on mesothelial clearance for both ovarian and non-

ovarian cancer spheroids. We further investigated how perturbing cytoskeletal contractility in mesothelial cells impacts mesothelial cell-cell

junction integrity and cancer spheroid clearance in vitro. Our study demonstrates a novel approach to modulate mesothelial barrier function

and reduce metastatic potential in peritoneal surface malignancies32 independent of cancer genetic background.

RESULTS

In vitro mesothelial barrier clearance in a panel of high-grade serous ovarian cancer models

Ovarian cancer metastatic dissemination involves dynamic interactions of cancer cells with the mesothelial lining. Using an imaging-based

assay we monitored ovarian cancer spheroid (tagged with nuclear marker H2B-RFP) migration through a continuous mesothelial monolayer

(taggedwith GFP) over the course of 24h (Figures 1A and S1A). As early as 4h following ovarian cancer spheroid attachment to themesothelial

monolayer, we observed the formation of mesothelial-free areas (GFP-, shown in white line) that co-localized with ovarian cancer cells (RFP+,

shown in yellow line); we termed this as a mesothelial ‘‘clearance’’ event (also described as transmesothelial migration, (Figures 1B and S1B).

We quantified the ratio of the RFP+ surface area occupied by cancer cells to themesothelial cell-free GFP- areas and found that the clearance

efficiency (fraction of ovarian cancer spheroid area that occupied a mesothelial-free surface) increased with time as cancer spheroids inter-

acted with themesothelial barrier (Figure S1C, see Equation 1 in STARMethods). We utilized a panel of four human high-grade serous ovarian

cancer cell lines (OVCAR8, OVCAR3, OVCA432, OV90) and found that clearance efficiencies exhibited different absolute magnitude 24h

following spheroid seeding and temporal rates of change (Figure 1C). These heterogeneous clearance profiles were consistent across two

independent mesothelial cell models and primary mesothelial cells (Figures S1D and S1E), with OVCAR8 exhibiting the most aggressive

phenotype, followed by OVCA432, OV90 and OVCAR3. Furthermore, we found that neither decreasing (0.3x) nor increasing (3x) cancer

spheroid seeding density had any significant impact on the normalized clearance area at 24 h (Figure S1F) and that all ovarian cancer models

exhibited similar spheroid sizes (Figure S1G).

To evaluate the physiological relevance of our cancer-mesothelial assay, we next compared spheroid adhesion for OVCAR8 (high-clear-

ance efficiency) andOVCAR3 (low-clearance efficiency) using an ex vivo peritoneal wall explant assay.33 OVCAR8 exhibited a higher fraction of

adherent spheroids on the mesothelial monolayer in vitro compared to OVCAR3, which was consistent with the ex vivo assay results

(Figures 1D and 1E). We also compared in vivo metastatic outgrowth for OVCAR8 and OVCAR3 using orthotopic xenografts. Using immu-

nostaining for pan-cytokeratin we found that OVCAR8 cancer cells formed invasive tumor implants in multiple peritoneal organs

(Figures 1F–1H and S2A–S2C). On the contrary, OVCAR3 cancer cells predominantly localized outside the tissue parenchyma as spheroids

(shown also in H&E sections (Figures 1H, S2B, and S2C), while OVCAR8 cells invaded past themesothelial lining. Quantification of the invasive

tumor implant area demonstrated that the high-clearance OVCAR8 model formed larger invasive implants compared to the low-clearance

OVCAR3 model (Figure 1G). Collectively, these findings demonstrate that ovarian cancer cells with a capacity to form metastatic implants

in vivo, also exhibit high clearance rates in vitro and adhere strongly on mesothelial barriers in vitro and on peritoneal wall explants ex vivo.

Forskolin reduces ovarian cancer spheroid transmesothelial migration in a reversible manner that is dependent on protein

kinase A

To evaluate whether strengthening the mesothelial barrier alters ovarian cancer spheroid clearance, we utilized the adenylyl cyclase agonist

forskolin that has been previously studied in endothelial barriers.34 Mesothelial monolayers were pretreated with forskolin for 72 h prior to

addition of ovarian cancer spheroids, while spheroids were formed in the absence of forskolin (Figure 2A). Based on dose-response exper-

iments (Figure S3A) in the high-clearance OVCAR8 cells, we selected a 20mM forskolin concentration. We found that forskolin reduced both

the absolutemagnitude and the temporal rate of normalized clearance for three out of the four ovarian cancermodels with baseline clearance

efficiency above 20% (Figures 2B and 2C). Specifically, for theOVCAR8 (high-clearance) andOVCA432 (intermediate-clearance) models, there

is a 2-fold reduction in clearance efficiency compared to the control, while for OV90 (intermediate-clearance) the forskolin reduction is 1-fold

(Figure 2C). Forskolin treatment in OVCAR3 cancer cells (low-clearance) did not significantly change clearance (Figure 2C). To further evaluate

how forskolin impacts clearance efficiency, we exposedmesothelial barriers to forskolin for 72h, followed by forskolin removal and seeding of

cancer spheroids. Normalized clearance areas and kinetics were similar in the untreated barriers and those where forskolin was removed, sug-

gesting that the presence of forskolin is required to block ovarian cancer clearance (Figure S3B). In addition, we treated mesothelial barriers

with forskolin at the same time of seeding ovarian cancer spheroids and found that this was sufficient to reduce ovarian cancer clearance at

similar levels compared to 72h forskolin pretreatment (Figure S3C).

We also examined the effects of forskolin on clearance dynamics on mesothelial barriers formed on 3D collagen matrices for the high-

clearanceOVCAR8model. We found that forskolin exhibited similar effects on reducing the absolutemagnitude and dynamics of normalized

clearance area compared to our two-dimensional assay (Figure S3D). To evaluate the relevance of forskolin on limiting mesothelial transmi-

gration across other solid tumors that form peritoneal surface implants,32 we tested a fibrosarcoma (HT1080) and a colorectal adenocarci-

noma (CACO-2) cell line. Consistent with the findings in ovarian cancer spheroids, forskolin treatment significantly reduced clearance rates

for both fibrosarcoma and colorectal cancer spheroids (Figures S3E and S3F). Finally, we evaluated the effects of forskolin directly on ovarian

cancer spheroids. Across all four cancer models, we found that treatment with forskolin had no effect on spheroid spreading area compared

to control conditions (Figure S4).

Protein kinase A (PKA) is a central downstream regulator of cellular processes following adenylyl cyclase activation by forskolin.35 As

expected, mesothelial cells treated with forskolin exhibited higher levels of PKA activity compared to control (Figure 3A). Next, we used
2 iScience 27, 109950, June 21, 2024
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Figure 1. Heterogeneous clearance dynamics in a panel of high-grade serous ovarian cancer models in vitro and tumor implant formation efficiency in

orthotopic xenografts in vivo

(A) Schematic representation of cancer-mesothelial interactions during the process of ovarian cancer spheroid (red) transmigration across a mesothelial

monolayer (green). We term this process of transmesothelial migration as clearance of the mesothelial barrier (see Figure S1A for alternative colors in

schematic representation).

(B) Representative images of ovarian cancer cells (RFP+) clearing the ZTGFPmesothelial cell monolayer (GFP+) as a function of time. The white line represents the

GFP- mesothelial-free area and the yellow line represents the RFP+ cancer spheroid area. Scale bar = 100mm.

(C) Normalized clearance area calculated as the ratio of GFP- area (white line in panel B) to the RFP+ cancer area (yellow line in panel B) (see Equation 1 in STAR

Methods) in a panel of four ovarian cancer models (OVCAR8, OVCAR3, OVCA432 and OV90) transmigrating across the ZTGFP mesothelial model. Data is

mean G SEM in N = 3 biological replicates. One-way ANOVA *: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01, ***: p < 0.001.

(D) Quantification of OVCAR8 andOVCAR3 spheroid adhesion to ZTGFPmesothelial monolayers after T = 3h. Data is meanG SEM inN= 3 biological replicates.

T-test *: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01, ***: p < 0.001, ****: p < 0.0001.

(E) Quantification ofOVCAR8 andOVCAR3 spheroid adhesion to amurine peritoneal wall after T = 3h. Data is meanG SEM inN= 3biological replicates. T-test *:

p < 0.05.

(F) Representative images of the invasive tumor implants on murine omentum stained for cell nuclei (DAPI) and pan-cytokeratin (yellow) in an orthotopic

xenograft. Scale bar = 80mm.

(G) Quantification of tumor size in xenografts with OVCAR8 andOVCAR3. Black line =median.N= 2mice with at least n= 10 fields analyzed. T-test *: p< 0.05, **:

p < 0.01, ***: p < 0.001, ****: p < 0.0001.

(H) Representative H&E images of the metastatic tumor implants on omentum. Yellow lines outline tumor cells. Scale bar = 100mm.
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Figure 2. Forskolin reduces clearance efficiency across multiple ovarian cancer spheroids with different baseline clearance rates

(A) Schematic of clearance assay and pre-treatment schedule with forskolin.

(B) Images of mesothelial clearance for control and forskolin pre-treated mesothelial barriers (ZTGFP cells). Green: mesothelial cells; red: ovarian cancer cells.

Scale bar = 300 mm.

(C) Analysis of clearance dynamics for control (red) and forskolin-pretreated (20mM – yellow) ZTGFP mesothelial barriers. Data is meanG SEM inN = 3 biological

replicates. T-test *: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01.
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PKI-14-22 (PKAi), an irreversible inhibitor of PKA that allowed us to treat only mesothelial cells with PKAi and decouple effects on each cell

type. Addition of PKAi in the presence of forskolin reduced phosphorylated PKA levels (Figures 3A and 3B). We found that inhibition of

PKA activity in forskolin-treated mesothelial barriers restored clearance rates to control untreated levels (Figures 3C and 3D). This demon-

strates the suppressive role of PKA activity in mesothelial clearance. This PKA-dependent effect was more pronounced in cancer models

with high baseline clearance efficiency (OVCAR8 and OVCA432). Furthermore, across all four models tested (OVCAR8, OVCA432, OV90,

OVCAR3) single agent treatment with PKAi did not alter clearance efficiency compared to the control (Figure 3D). These results were further

confirmed by evaluating clearance inmesothelial barriers formed using an independentmesothelial cell line (MeT-5A) and the high-clearance

OVCAR8 model (Figure S5A). Taken together, our findings demonstrate that forskolin protects mesothelial barriers from ovarian cancer

spheroid transmigration in a PKA-dependent mechanism.

Cell-cell junction organization is enhanced in forskolin-treated mesothelial barriers, with a reduction in actin stress fiber

formation and cellular contractility

We next investigated whether the PKA-dependent protective effects of forskolin regulate mesothelial barrier integrity by characterizing the

organization and expression of mesothelial cell-cell junctions. Treatment with forskolin promoted the formation of continuous, gap-free ad-

herens (b-catenin) and tight (ZO-1) cell-cell junctions that was reversed upon PKA inhibition (Figure 4A). Single agent inhibition of PKA activity

in the absence of forskolin did not impact cell-cell junction organization. Using the length-based metric of ‘‘coverage index’’ we assessed the

fraction of cell-cell interface contours that is occupied by junctional protein staining. The coverage index for ZO-1 after forskolin treatment

increased by 2-fold compared to the control and reverted to baseline levels when PKA activity was blocked (Figure 4B). Furthermore, we quan-

tified the junction intensity per interface area and found that forskolin induced a 3-fold increase in ZO-1 expression levels compared to the

control, whereas combined treatment with forskolin and the PKA inhibitor restored ZO-1 expression back to control levels (Figure 4C). In

agreement with the ZO-1 results, b-catenin expression levels increased 1.5-fold after forskolin treatment compared to the control; addition

of PKAi restored expression back to control levels in forskolin-treated cells (Figure 4D).

Given the critical role of the cellular cytoskeleton in the maintenance of barrier integrity, we assessed the effects of forskolin and PKA in-

hibition on actin stress fibers. Consistent with the enhanced organization of cell-cell junctions, forskolin-treated mesothelial cells exhibited

weaker formation of stress fibers (25% reduction compared to control) that was restored to control levels in the presence of the PKA inhibitor

(Figure 4E). Neutralization of PKA activity in the absence of forskolin did not impact actin stress fiber formation. To investigate whether for-

skolin affects the stabilization of cell-cell junctions through cytoskeletal remodeling, we evaluated how actomyosin fibers (overlap between

phospho-myosin light chain 2 (pMLC2) with actin) interact with ZO-1 tight junctions (Figure 4F). We analyzed the angle between actomyosin

fibers and the cell-cell interface (Figure 4G). The forskolin samples showed parallel alignment between ZO-1 junctions at the cell-cell interface

and actomyosin fibers. On the contrary, control samples showed perpendicular alignment of actomyosin fibers against weak staining of ZO-1

junctions at the cell-cell interface (Figure 4H). Blockade of PKA activity in forskolin-treatedmesothelial cells reverted the stabilization effects of

forskolin back to control levels.

To provide a functional assessment of the effects of forskolin onmesothelial cell contractility, we quantified the deformation of a collagen-

gel elastic substrate seeded with mesothelial cells. We first investigated the dynamics of bead displacement in the substrate following treat-

ment with forskolin (Figure 5A). Consistent with the clearance results, we found that mesothelial cell-induced bead displacement was sup-

pressed as early as 4 h following addition of forskolin in both single cells (Figure 5B) and in a monolayer (Figure S5B). Next, we evaluated

the role of PKA inmesothelial contractility. Substrate displacement fields were not impacted by single agent treatment with the PKA inhibitor,

while the PKA inhibitor reverted the forskolin-induced suppression in bead displacement back to the control levels (Figures 5C and 5D). In a

set of orthogonal experiments to probe the role of mesothelial cell contractility, we pretreatedmesothelial cells using the Rho kinase (ROCK)

inhibitor (Y27632). We found that inhibition of ROCK in mesothelial cell monolayers reduced clearance rates and substrate displacements for

OVCAR8 spheroids (Figures S6A–S6D). Consistent with the forskolin results, ROCK inhibition in mesothelial cells significantly increased both

the coverage index and intensity per interface area of ZO-1 tight junctions (Figures S6B and S6C). These results demonstrate the pro-meta-

static effects of cellular contractility, and cell-cell junction organization in the mesothelial barrier via a PKA-dependent mechanism.

Mesothelial cell hypercontractility disrupts cell-cell junctions and promotes ovarian cancer spheroid transmesothelial

migration

We next tested how increasing contractility only in mesothelial cells impacts clearance rates in the panel of ovarian cancer models. Mesothelial

cells were treated with calyculin A, an inhibitor of myosin II phosphatase that results in hypercontractility (Figures 6A and 6B).36 To confirmmeso-

thelial hypercontractility, collagen-gel elastic substrates were seeded withmesothelial cells. As expected, the substrate displacement fields had

higher values whenmesothelial cells were treatedwith calyculin A compared to control conditions (Figure 6C). Temporal analysis of the calyculin
iScience 27, 109950, June 21, 2024 5
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Figure 3. Inhibition of protein kinase A in forskolin-treated mesothelial barriers reverts the protective effects of forskolin across multiple ovarian

cancer models

(A) Quantification of phospho-PKA staining of ZTGFP cells in panel B. Data is mean G SEM for N = 3 biological replicates. One-way ANOVA: *: p < 0.05.

(B) Representative images of staining of ZTGFP cells for phospho-PKA (white) and cell nuclei (blue) under the conditions described in panel A. Scale bar = 20 mm.
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Figure 3. Continued

(C) Representative images at 24 h of ovarian cancer spheroid (red) and ZTGFP mesothelial barrier (green) for control and combination treatment with forskolin +

PKAi (forskolin: 20mM; PKA-14-22: 10mM). Scale bar = 500mm.

(D) Clearance dynamics following treatment with forskolin as a single agent (yellow), PKAi as a single agent (gray), PKAi and forskolin combination (cyan), and

control (red) in ZTGFP mesothelial cells. Data is mean G SEM in N = 3 biological replicates. T-test: *p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01.
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A-treated mesothelial cells revealed continuously increasing displacement levels at a higher rate compared to control conditions (Figure 6D).

Next, we monitored the effects of hypercontractile mesothelial barriers on clearance efficiency. Mesothelial cells were pretreated with calyculin

A, followed by washout prior to adding cancer cell spheroids. Both the low-clearance OVCAR3 and intermediate-clearance OV90 models ex-

hibited a significant increase in clearance with a 3-fold and 1-fold change respectively (Figure 6B). For the high-clearance OVCAR8 and interme-

diate-clearance OVCA432 we observed a trend toward higher clearance efficiency that did not reach statistical significance (Figure 6B). We also

examined the effects of calyculin A treatment on mesothelial cell-cell junctions and actin stress fibers (Figures 6E–6H). Short-term (30min) after

treatment, we found that the hypercontractile mesothelial barriers exhibited a more punctuated and discontinuous staining pattern along the

cell-cell boundaries for both adherens (b-Catenin) and tight (ZO-1) cell-cell junctions (Figure 6E). Compared to control conditions, this disrupted

junctional organization was characterized by a lower cluster density metric indicating weaker junction protein expression at these fragmented

junctions (Figure 6F). Consistent with the reorganized cell-cell junctional patterns, calyculin A-treated mesothelial cells exhibited increased actin

stress fiber formation (1.4-fold compared to control; Figures 6G and 6H). In summary, our results suggest that hypercontractile mesothelial cells

exhibit impaired monolayer integrity that promotes ovarian cancer spheroid metastatic potential.

DISCUSSION

The mesothelial membrane represents an important line of defense against implantation of ovarian cancer cells, however, the role of meso-

thelial barrier function in metastatic efficiency remains poorly understood. In this work, we present an imaging-based cancer spheroid-meso-

thelial interaction assay that enables real-time visualization and quantification of transmesothelial migration (referred to as clearance of the

mesothelial barrier). This framework allows us to 1) study how ovarian cancer spheroids clear the mesothelial barrier under control conditions

and 2) determine how mesothelial barrier function manipulation can result in altered clearance rates of multiple ovarian cancer cell models.

Using both high-grade serous ovarian cancer models and non-ovarian cancer models, we showed that mesothelial cell contractility regulates

barrier integrity and can be targeted to reduce clearance rates in a PKA-dependent mechanism.

Our assay is inspired by previous studies that investigated ovarian cancer cell clearance using fluorescently labeled mesothelial mono-

layers and cancer spheroids. For example, the clearance efficiency of different ovarian cancer models has been linked to mesenchymal re-

programming in cancer cells6 and receptor-ligand interactions with mesothelial cells (e.g., ROR2-Wnt5a).37 Using live imaging and tracking

of mesothelial cell alignment, a previous study investigated the impact of topological defects in the mesothelial monolayer on ovarian cancer

spheroid clearance rates.38 Compared to the non-adherent substrates used for preparing cancer spheroids in the above-mentioned studies,

we employed a hanging drop method that resulted in higher cancer spheroid seeding density. Despite this difference, our results showed a

higher clearance rate for OVCAR8 compared toOVCAR3 and are consistent with the topological defect study.38 Live-cell imaging assays hold

promise for elucidating cancer-mesothelial interactions that promote cancer spheroid adhesion, transmigration, and growth. However, pre-

vious studies have not investigated mechanisms regulating mesothelial barrier integrity to develop mesothelial-targeted approaches that

limit ovarian cancer clearance.

Themesothelial barrier regulates transport of fluids, proteins and celIs in the peritoneal space, and cell-cell junction integrity plays a critical

role in these physiological functions.4 Our results demonstrate that exposing mesothelial barriers to forskolin, leads to decreased transme-

sothelial migration (clearance) of both ovarian and non-ovarian (fibrosarcoma and colorectal) cancer spheroids. These results are consistent

with transendothelial migration studies, where rates of leukocyte migration decrease when the vascular endothelium is treated with forsko-

lin.39 In addition, forskolin treatment of endothelial barriers rescued the tumor cell-induced hyperpermeability and decreased the transendo-

thelial migration of pancreatic cancer cells.40 Forskolin is a widely used inducer of cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)-driven PKA

activation.35 PKA activity in mesothelial cells regulates inflammatory response as evidenced by a previous study that demonstrated PKA-de-

pendent shedding of tumor necrosis factor receptors upon stimulation with interleukin-1-a.30 Furthermore, PKA has been shown to regulate

water permeability in rat peritoneal cells with implications in peritoneal dialysis.31 In the context of surgery-induced peritoneal injury, delivery

of cAMP in a mousemodel exhibited a protective effect on the formation of abdominal adhesions.41 The protective role of cAMP signaling in

the peritoneal membrane is also supported by a previous study in rats that demonstrated attenuation of inflammation-induced peritoneal

fibrosis by elevating cAMP levels using a phosphodiesterase inhibitor.42

Forskolin also enhanced mesothelial cell-cell junctions by decreasing actin stress fiber formation and contractility in mesothelial cells. This

is an important finding because alterations inmesothelial junctions have been linked to aggressive disease in ovarian cancer.43 For example, a

previous study showed that compared to benign ascites fluid, cancer-derived ascites fluid downregulated expression of junctional proteins in

mesothelial cells and increased the transmigration of the non-serous SKOV3 cancer model through the mesothelial monolayer in vitro.44

Furthermore, previous immunohistochemical studies in mesothelial cells lining tumor-infiltrated omentum demonstrated reduced staining

for cell-cell junctions compared to tumor-free omentum.45 Our results also indicate increased transmigration rates when cell-cell junctions

are disrupted, as seen when the mesothelial barrier was treated with calyculin A.

In addition to cell-cell junctions, cellular contractility is another important factor that controls mechanical homeostasis of cellular barriers

andmigratory capacity of individual cells.46–48We found that selective targeting ofmesothelial cell contractile function using a ROCK inhibitor
iScience 27, 109950, June 21, 2024 7
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Figure 4. Forskolin enhances mesothelial cell-cell junction integrity and impairs actomyosin fiber formation in a PKA-dependent manner

(A) Staining of cell-cell junctions for b-Catenin (red) and ZO-1 (magenta), cell nuclei (blue) in ZTGFP cells. Scale bar = 20mm.

(B) Quantification of coverage index for ZO-1 stained ZTGFP cells. See STAR Methods for Equation 2. Black line = median. N = 3 biological replicates. Control

n = 93, Forskolin n = 93, PKAi n = 80, and Forskolin+PKAi n = 77 junctions. Nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA: *: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01, ***: p < 0.001,

****: p < 0.0001.

(C) Quantification of intensity per interface area for ZO-1 stained ZTGFP cells. See STARMethods for Equation 3. Black line =median.N = 3 biological replicates.

Control n = 82, Forskolin n = 79, PKAi n = 67, and Forskolin+PKAi n = 69 junctions. Nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA: *: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01, ***:

p < 0.001, ****: p < 0.0001.

(D) Quantification of maximum intensity of b-catenin junctions of ZTGFP mesothelial cells. Black line = median. N = 3 biological replicates. n = 30 junctions

analyzed for all conditions. Nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA: *: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01, ***: p < 0.001, ****: p < 0.0001.

(E) Quantification of actin staining intensity of ZTGFP mesothelial cells. Data is mean G SEM for N = 3 biological replicates; One-way ANOVA: *: p < 0.05, **:

p < 0.01, ***: p < 0.001.

(F) Representative images of actin cytoskeleton staining (white), ZO-1 tight junctions (magenta) and phospho-myosin light chain 2 (green) in ZTGFP mesothelial

barriers. Scale bar = 10 mm.

(G) Schematic of analysis methodology for angle between stress fiber and cell-cell interface. ZO-1 (magenta), actin (white) and pMLC2 (green).

(H) Quantification of angle between stress fibers and cell-cell interface. N = 3 biological replicates, n = 5 junctions per condition. Black line = median. One-way

ANOVA: *: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01, ***: p < 0.001, ****: p < 0.0001.
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Figure 5. Mesothelial cell contractility is impaired following treatment with forskolin and PKA inhibition restores baseline contractile function

(A) Kinetics of collagen gel substrate displacement fields in control and forskolin-treated (20mm) ZTGFP mesothelial cells. Scale bar = 500mm.

(B) Quantification of the average bead displacement shown in panel A imaged at 4h intervals. Data is meanG SEM in nR 37 cells pooled fromN = 3 biological

replicates. T-test: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001.

(C) Representative displacement fields of collagen substrates seeded with ZTGFP mesothelial cells 24h following treatment with each condition: control (red),

forskolin (yellow), PKA inhibitor (gray) and their combination (cyan). Scale bar = 500mm.

(D) Dot plot of bead displacements by ZTGFP mesothelial cells (n = 195, 252, 108, 246 cells for each condition). N = 3 biological replicates. Black line = median.

One-way ANOVA: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001.
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reduced clearance rates. In ovarian cancer cells, ROCK inhibition has been shown to impact traction forces, mechanosensing and decrease

cell motility.49 Treatment with forskolin also reduced mesothelial cell contractility and actin stress fibers, thereby enhancing the mesothelial

barrier function. This is consistent with previous studies showing that forskolin, in combination with the phosphodiestarase inhibitor rolipram,

reduced actin stress fiber formation and enhanced cell-cell junction integrity in endothelial cells exposed to inflammatory stimuli.50 These

results on forskolin exhibiting a protective effective against transendothelial migration via cytoskeletal remodeling support our findings in

ovarian cancer and non-ovarian cancer spheroid clearance. In addition, our results on the fast recovery of mesothelial clearance following

forskolin removal are consistent with the reported forskolin kinetics in endothelial barriers.51

Contrary to forskolin treatment, mesothelial barrier treatment with calyculin A resulted in hypercontractilemesothelial cells, disrupted cell-

cell junctions and increased rates of transmesothelial migration. Previous studies in cancer cell monocultures demonstrated that treatment

with cancer-derived ascites fluid increases tumor cell contractility as evidenced by increased collagen gel contraction.52 In addition to the

cancer cell pro-migratory states, the coordinated migratory characteristics of mesothelial cells in a mesothelial monolayer have been shown
iScience 27, 109950, June 21, 2024 9
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Figure 6. Hypercontractile mesothelial cells exhibit increased clearance efficiency across multiple cancer cell models with impaired cell-cell junction

organization and increased actin stress fibers

(A) (Top) Schematic of clearance assay and pre-treatment schedule with calyculin A. (Bottom) Representative images of OVCAR8 spheroids clearing a ZTGFP

mesothelial barrier treated with calyculin A. Scale bar = 500mm.

(B) Dynamics of normalized clearance areas through ZTGFP mesothelial monolayers (green) treated with calyculin A (0.5 nM) for 10 min and washed prior to

spheroid addition. Data is mean G SEM in N = 5 biological replicates. T-test: *: p < 0.05; **: p < 0.01.

(C) Kinetics of collagen gel substrate displacement fields in control and calyculin A-treated ZTGFP mesothelial cells. Scale bar = 500mm.

(D) Quantification of ZTGFP mesothelial cell-induced collagen substrate displacements following treatment with control (red) and calyculin A (pink). N > 35 cells

for each time frame. Data is mean G SEM in N = 3 biological replicates. T-test: ****: p < 0.0001.

(E) Representative images of ZTGFP mesothelial cell-cell junction staining for b-Catenin (red), ZO-1 (magenta) and DAPI cell nuclei (blue). Scale bar = 20mm.

(F) Quantification of ZO-1 staining cluster density. See STARMethods for Equation 4. Black line =median.N = 3 biological replicates. Control n= 94 and calyculin

A n = 90 junctions. Mann-Whitney test: *: p < 0.05; **: p < 0.01.

(G) Representative images of staining for actin cytoskeleton (magenta) and cell nuclei (blue) of ZTGFP mesothelial cells. Scale bar = 20mm.

(H) Quantification of actin fluorescence intensity per cell. Data is mean G SEM in N = 3 biological replicates. T-test *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.
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to create topologic effects that impact ovarian cancer cell clearance in vitro.38 Actin cytoskeleton-regulated disassembly of cell-cell junctions

has also been shown to play a critical role in the function of non-mesothelial barriers, including epithelial53 and endothelial systems.54,55

Our findings on the balance between cell-cell junction organization and cellular contractility are consistent with these previous reports in

non-mesothelial barriers and provide new evidence to target hypercontractilemesothelial cells as a possiblemechanism to deter ovarian can-

cer cell metastasis.

We further demonstrated the capability of mesothelial cells to deform the underlying collagen matrix in a PKA-dependent mechanism

using relative bead displacementmeasurements that reflect cellular contractility. Compared to traction forcemicroscopymethods that utilize

the force-free state of the matrix and its mechanical properties, our approach does not directly quantify contractile forces.56,57 Furthermore,

the collagenmatrices employed here have been previously shown to exhibit non-elastic properties. These properties can change dynamically

as cell-generated forces induce unbinding of matrix bonds, local densification and irreversible deformations in the matrix.58–60 In our exper-

iments, the choice of 2 mg/ml for the collagenmatrix is informed based on a previous report that characterized collagen type I concentration

in cancer-free and cancer-infiltrated omenta.61 During ovarian cancer progression, matrix composition and architecture have been shown to

transition toward a fibrotic state.62,63 Previous studies have demonstrated that this dysregulated microenvironment enhances cancer cell

sensitivity to growth-factors,61 invasive phenotypes16 and mechanosensitivity.47 In addition, densification of the extracellular matrix can regu-

late the mechanical interactions between cells.64 Thus, it is critical in future studies to carefully tune matrix composition, mechanical proper-

ties, and include additional stromal cell types to design improved 3D models of peritoneal lesions.

Elucidating how mesothelial barrier dysfunction contributes to the establishment of irresectable ovarian cancer implants is critical for

discovering new anti-metastatic therapies. Our findings reveal that mesothelial cell-cell junction integrity and contractility represent prom-

ising targets to block the metastatic potential of ovarian cancer spheroids; these results have important implications for developing meso-

thelial-targeted mechanotherapeutic strategies that can be expanded across multiple tumor models with diverse genetic backgrounds. Due

to the diversity of the extracellular composition in different peritoneal microenvironments, targeting the dysfunctional mesothelial cell state

represents an attractive approach to tackle microenvironment heterogeneity. Finally, our real-time imaging analysis framework that is

compatible with multi-well screening technologies provides new opportunities for uncovering therapeutic vulnerabilities during the dynamic

cancer-mesothelial interactions in the metastatic cascade and can be employed to the study of other solid tumors that metastasize to the

peritoneal cavity.
Limitations of the study

A limitation of this study is the fact that collagen gels utilized for the substrate bead displacement assay can exhibit plastic remodeling, which

can influence the measurement of mesothelial cell contractile function. Furthermore, our assessment of ovarian cancer metastatic potential

focused on mesothelial-cancer interactions and future studies should investigate other critical microenvironmental factors. Finally, the eval-

uation of PKA and ROCK-dependent mechanisms was limited to in vitro conditions.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Rabbit monoclonal anti-ZO-1 Cell Signaling Technology Cat#8193S

Mouse monoclonal anti-ZO-1 Invitrogen Cat#33-9100

Mouse anti-b-Catenin Alexa Fluor 647

Conjugated

Cell Signaling Technology Cat#4627S

Rabbit monoclonal anti-Phospho-PKA

Substrate

Cell Signaling Technology Cat#9624S

Rabbit anti-Phospho-Myosin Light Chain 2

(Ser19)

Cell Signaling Technology Cat#3671S

Fluorescent Dye 647-I Phalloidin Abnova Cat#U0298

Alexa Fluor� Plus 405 Phalloidin Invitrogen Cat#A30104

Goat anti-Rabbit Alexa Fluor 647 Invitrogen Cat#A32728

Goat anti-Mouse Alexa Fluor 568 Invitrogen Cat#A11031

Mouse anti-Pan-Cytokeratin eFluor 570 Invitrogen Cat#41-9003-82

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Forskolin (from Coleus Forskohlii) Fisher Scientific Cat#BP25205

PKI 14-22 amide Tocris Cat#2546

Calyculin A Millipore Sigma Cat#208851-10UG

Y-27632 2HCl Selleck Chem Cat#S1049

CellTracker Green CMFDA dye Invitrogen Cat#C7025

CellTracker Red CMPTX dye Invitrogen Cat#C34552

Hoechst 33342 Millipore Sigma Cat#14533-100MG

Experimental models: Cell lines

OVCAR8 Laboratory of Dr. Joan Brugge, Harvard

Medical School

N/A

OVCA432 Laboratory of Dr. Joan Brugge, Harvard

Medical School

N/A

OV90 Laboratory of Dr. Joan Brugge, Harvard

Medical School

N/A

OVCAR3 Laboratory of Dr. Joan Brugge, Harvard

Medical School

N/A

ZTGFP Laboratory of Dr. Joan Brugge, Harvard

Medical School

N/A

MeT-5A ATCC CRL-9444

Human Mesothelial Cells ZenBio N/A

HT1080 Laboratory of Dr. Roger Kamm, MIT N/A

CACO-2 Laboratory of Dr. Shikhar Uttam, University of

Pittsburgh

N/A

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Mouse: C57BL/6 The Jackson Laboratory RRID:IMSR_JAX:000664

Mouse: NSG The Jackson Laboratory RRID:IMSR_JAX:005557

Software and algorithms

ImageJ ImageJ RRID:SCR_003070

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

MATLAB MathWorks RRID:SCR_001622

Nikon NIS Elements Nikon RRID:SCR_014329

Junction Mapper Imperial College of London https://dataman.bioinformatics.ic.ac.uk/

junction_mapper/

GraphPad Prism-10 GraphPad RRID:SCR_002798

RStudio Version 2023.12.1 Build402 Posit Software RRID:SCR_000432

Other

Collagen Type I, Rat Tail Corning Cat#354236

Matrigel Matrix Corning Cat#354230

LI-COR Intercept Blocking Buffer Fisher Scientific Cat#NC1660556

FluoSpheres� Carboxylate-Modified

Microspheres

Invitrogen Cat#F8814
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Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Ioannis Zervan-

tonakis, (ioz1@pitt.edu).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

� No transcriptomic data were generated in this paper. All microscopy data will be shared by the lead contact upon request.
� No original code was developed in this paper. Please contact the lead contact for further information on image analysis procedures

using Nikon Elements.
� Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Cancer cell and mesothelial models

All cell lines utilized in this studywere cultured in 1:1 ratio ofM199 andMCDB 105media supplementedwith 10%heat-inactivated fetal bovine

serum (HIFBS) and 5% Penicillin-Streptomycin (GIBCO). ZTGFP human pleural mesothelial cells (gift from Brugge lab, Harvard Medical

School), and MeT-5A human pleural mesothelial cells (ATCC) were engineered to express cytoplasmic GFP. Human peritoneal mesothelial

cells (ZenBio) weremaintained as described bymanufacturers’ guidelines and stained with CellTracker Green CMFDAdye (10mM) prior to live

imaging. Ovarian cancer cell lines OVCAR8, OV90, OVCAR3 and OVCA432 (gift from Brugge lab, Harvard Medical School) were engineered

to express H2B-RFP. Fibrosarcoma cells, HT1080 (gift from Kamm lab, MIT), and colorectal adenocarcinoma cells, CACO-2 (gift from Uttam

lab, UPMC), were dyed with CellTracker Red CMPTX (10mM) prior to live imaging. Cell lines were STR authenticated and tested for

mycoplasma.

In vivo mouse experiments

Mouse studies were conducted through protocols approved by University of Pittsburgh’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (Pro-

tocol # 22081542). FemaleNSGmice (8–10-week-old, Jackson labs) were injected intraperitoneally with 5million cancer cells. For theOVCAR8

model tissues were harvested 1 month after injection, while for the OVCAR3 model tissues were harvested 2 months after injection. These

timepoints were selected due to the differences in in vivo tumor growth between themodels and are consistent with previous studies.65 Solid

tumors and abdominal organs (spleen, pancreas, peritoneal wall, ovary) were formalin fixed for immunohistochemical analysis. Tissue sections

were prepared and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). The area of tumor in H&E tissue slides was quantified utilizing ImageJ and at

least n>10 fields of view (full image of the peritoneal organs and tumors shown in Figure S2). For immunofluorescent staining, tissues were

deparaffinized, rehydrated and treated with citrate buffer for antigen retrieval in a steamer. Quenching was performed using hydrogen

peroxide and treated with Li-Cor Intercept Blocking Buffer. Tissue sections were incubated with pan-cytokeratin (eBioscience 41-9003-82)

(1:250) directly conjugated to eFlour 570 overnight and washed with Phosphate Buffer Saline (PBS). Hoechst staining (1hr incubation) was

performed to detect nuclei and slides were imaged using a Cytell Cell Imaging System (10X, NA=0.45 objective).
16 iScience 27, 109950, June 21, 2024
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Mesothelial clearance assay

Mesothelial monolayer formation

Flat bottom 96 well plates (Greiner) were coated with 0.05 mg/mL Rat Tail Collagen Type I (Corning), incubated at 37�C and then washed 3x

with PBS prior to cell plating. Mesothelial cells were trypsinized, counted, and plated at 50,000 cells per well in culturemedium containing 1%

HIFBS.Monolayer formation was verified 48hrs following cell seeding. Forskolin was added at 20mMeither for 72hrs (pre-treatment) or directly

at time of spheroid addition. For the PKA inhibition experiment PKI-14-22 was added 1hr prior to forskolin at a concentration of 10mM. For the

hypercontractility experiments mesothelial cells were treated with calyculin A (0.5nM) for 10min prior washout. For ROCK inhibitor experi-

ments, Y27632 (5mM) was added to the mesothelial monolayers for 1hr prior to washout and spheroid addition.

Ovarian cancer spheroid formation

Ovarian cancer cells were trypsinized, counted and resuspended at a density of 200,000 cells/mL with 2% v/v matrigel in 10% HIFBS culture

media. Spheroids were generated by dispensing 5ml droplets on the top lids of 10cm tissue culture dishes and 5mL of PBS was added to the

dish once inverted to keep the spheroids from dying out. Cancer cells were incubated for 72hrs allowing the spheroids to form. The spheroids

were resuspended in 1% HIFBS media (1 plate of spheroids resuspended in 500ml) and 50ml was added per well into mesothelial monolayers

treated as described above. For experiments utilizing varying spheroid densities the spheroids were either resuspended at regular density,

3-fold diluted (0.3x) or concentrated (3x) prior to seeding on the monolayers. Plates were spun at 900 RPM for 1 minute to promote spheroid

settling at the bottom of the plate.
3D mesothelial clearance assay

We formed 3D collagen type I hydrogels (2mg/ml) on the bottom of each well in a flat bottom 96 well-plate (Greiner). Mesothelial cells were

trypsinized, counted, and plated at 50,000 cells per well in culture medium contain 1% HIFBS. Monolayer formation was verified 48hrs

following cell seeding. Forskolin was added at 20mM for 72hrs and spheroids were added utilizing the STARMethods described above. Anal-

ysis was done as described below.
Ex vivo and In vitro adhesion assays

Ex vivo adhesion assay

To examine spheroid adhesion in a physiologically-relevant platform, we adapted a previous protocol.33 Female C57BL/6 mice (8-10-week-

old, Jackson labs) were sacrificed, and the peritoneal wall was removed. Tissue explants were punched using 6mm biopsy punch and placed

on double sided tape with the interior surface of the peritoneal wall facing up. Polydimerthylsiloxane (PDMS) was prepared at a 10:1 (w/w)

base:curing agent ratio, mixed and baked at 80C overnight. PDMS devices were punched with a 4mm biopsy punch and bonded on top

of the tissue to secure it in place prior to loading spheroids. Ovarian cancer spheroids (OVCAR8 and OVCAR3) were made using the hanging

drop method described above. The spheroids were resuspended in medium and 20 ml was added per device. The spheroids were left to

adhere for 3hrs at 37�C and pre-wash images were taken using a confocal microscope (ZEISS LSM700). Then the devices were washed 3x

with 200ml of PBS to remove any nonadherent spheroids and imaged to determine the fraction of spheroids that adhered.We utilized intensity

thresholding in the Nikon NIS Elements software to quantify the total area of spheroids prior to and after washing. To obtain the fraction of

adherent spheroids, the area of spheroids after the wash was divided by the total area of spheroids before washing.

In vitro adhesion assay

Flat bottom96well plates (Greiner)werecoatedwith 0.05mg/mLRat TailCollagenType I (Corning), incubatedat 37�Cand thenwashed3xwith

PBS prior to cell seeding. Mesothelial cells were trypsinized, counted, and plated at 50,000 cells per well in culturemedium contain 1%HIFBS.

Monolayer formation was verified 48hrs following cell seeding. Ovarian cancer spheroids (OVCAR8 andOVCAR3) weremade using a hanging

dropmethod. The spheroidswere resuspended in starvationmedia and 100ml was addedperwell. The spheroidswere left to adhere for 3hrs at

37�C and imaged pre-wash utilizing the Cytation5-BioSpa8 Imaging system. Then the plate was washed 3x with 200ml of PBS to remove any

nonadherent spheroids. Image analysis and quantification was performed using the same method described for the ex vivo assay above.
Live cell imaging and image analysis

Imaging was performed utilizing the Cytation5-BioSpa8 Imaging system. Laser autofocus was utilized and the images were captured using a

10x/NA=0.3 objective every 4 hours. The images for analysis included 6 fields of view stitchedwith a 10%overlap. Spheroid and clearance area

quantificationswereperformedusingNikonNISElements software. Using intensity thresholds, wedetectedGFP- (GFP-negative in Equation 1

below) mesothelial-free surfaces and RFP+ spheroid that were used to define two separate masks. By using binary operators on these masks,

we identified GFP- areas that had direct overlap with a RFP+ spheroid to determine clearance events. Both the clearance areas and RFP+

spheroids were tracked as objects in NIS Elements software. Both GFP- and RFP+ mask outputs were imported as CSV files into RStudio.

Normalized clearance area was calculated by reporting a baseline subtracted (to account for differences in initial plate imaging step at

time zero) GFP- area and then divided by the spheroid area at time zero.
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t

�
=
GFP negative area ðtÞ � GFP negative area ðt = 0hrsÞ

Spheroid area ðT = 0hrsÞ (Equation 1)

Collagen gel bead displacement assay

Fluorescence beads (diameter 1.0 mm) were mixed in a 2 mg/ml collagen type I gel and added at 24ml per well in 12 well-glass bottom plates.

Following coverglass (diameter 18mm) placement on top of the collagen gel solution these plates were incubated upside down in 4�C for

10 minutes. Next, plates were transferred to 37�C and incubated for an additional 40 minutes. These 50 minutes of incubation allowed for

collagen gel polarization and subsequently 1ml PBS was added to each well and the coverglass was removed using a razor blade. ZT meso-

thelial cells were plated at 10,000 cells per well for individual cell analysis and 350,000 cells per well for the monolayer analysis and allowed to

attach for three hours before imaging. Cells were treated with calyculin A (0.5nM) for 10 minutes and washed with culture medium prior to

imaging, PKI-14-22 (10mM) was added one hour prior to forskolin (20mM) or forskolin (20mM) alone was added right before imaging step.

In the experiments using ROCK inhibitor, mesothelial cells were treated with Y27632 (5mM) for 1hr following washout. The maximum duration

of these experiments was 48hrs, where the collagen gel remained attached to the well-plate (no coating was applied). Furthermore, the thick-

ness of our collagen matrices was �100mm, which is 20-fold larger than gel thickness values shown previously to impacted by a rigid

substate.66 Bead displacement was analyzed using a custom MATLAB script and plotted using GraphPad Prism. Reference bead images

were acquired immediately after seeding the cells on the collagen gel (initial bead positions as described in a previous report).67 We then

monitored the same imaging field over time and calculated relative displacements to the initial bead positions.
Immunofluorescence staining

Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 15 minutes at room temperature and three PBS washes, followed by permeabilization

with 0.1%Triton X-100 for 10minutes at room temperature andwashed three timeswith PBS. The plates were blocked for 1 hour with Intercept

Blocking Buffer. Primary antibodies against ZO-1 (Cell Signaling Technology, 8193) (1:250), ZO-1 (Invitrogen, 33-9100) (1:50), b-Catenin (Cell

Signaling Technology, 4627) (1:250), Phospho-PKA Substrate (Cell Signaling Technology, 9624) (1:250), Phospho-Myosin Light Chain 2 (Ser19)

(Cell Signaling Technology, 3671) (1:50), Alexa 647 Phalloidin (Abnova, U0298) (1:1000) and Alexa 405 Phalloidin (Invitrogen, A30104)(1:1000)

were incubated overnight at 4�C in the dark. After washing the primary antibodies three times with PBS, Alexa 647 or Alexa 568 secondary

antibodies (1:500) and Hoechst (1:1000) were added to the samples and incubated for 1 hour at room temperature in the dark. Plates were

imaged using fluorescent confocal microscopy (Zeiss LSM700). Image analysis was done using ImageJ.
Analysis of mesothelial cell-cell junctions

JunctionMapper68 was utilized to evaluate junction staining (please see original methods47 for details onmetrics and schematics). Briefly, cell

boundaries were automatically identified using ZO-1 followed by manual annotation of junction corners. We measured the interface contour

and area, the fragmented junction contour and area, as well as the intensity for ZO-1. The equations employed to quantify these parameters

are described below:

aÞ Coverage Index =
fragmented junction contour

interface contour
� 100% (Equation 2)
bÞ Cluster Density =
junction protein intensity

fragmented junction area
� 100% (Equation 3)
cÞ Intensity per Interface Area =
juction protein intensity

interface area
(Equation 4)

b-catenin expression was quantified utilizing ImageJ to acquire line profiles of 10 cells per replicate and determine the maximum intensity

for each junction.

To analyze the organization of contractile fibers with respect to the cell-cell interface, we employed ImageJ and manually outlined ZO-1

junctions and actomyosin fibers defined by colocalization of phospho-myosin light chain 2 with actin. Subsequently, we calculated the angle

between the actomyosin fibers and cell-cell interface as shown in Figure 4G. We analyzed a minimum of 3 actin fibers for each junction and 5

junctions per condition.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Values are reported as mean +/- standard error of the mean (SEM) unless stated otherwise. We calculated the mean values of at least three

biological experiments, with each having at least three technical replicates. Significance was assessed using t-tests (two-sample) or one-way

ANOVA (multiple comparisons) in GraphPad Prism (v 10). When the underlying distributions were not normal significance was assessed using

Mann-Whitney test (two-sample) or one-way nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA (multiple comparisons) in GraphPad Prism (v10). P values

below 0.05 were considered significant and the level of significance (*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001) was labeled utilizing as-

terisks in the figures.
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